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n  From 1 Ghz to 300 Ghz in the next 15 years 
w We get this from Moore’s Law 
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Moore’s Law 
In 1965, Gordon Moore (co-founder of Intel) identified 
an empirical relationship between time and the 
number of transistors that could be placed on an 
integrated circuit. 
Moore’s Law states that the pace of microchip 
technological change is such that the number of 
transistors a microchip can hold doubles every 12 to 
18 months. 
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Lots of processor cycles 
What will we do with all of these cycles? 
n  Well, this is a fairly common question in computer science 
when it appears we are entering an era of apparently 
limitless resources. 
w  We saw this with transistors in the early days of VLSI design - we 
had smart people question whether we could ever really use all 
those millions of transistors. 
n  The answer is, we always consume all available computing 
resources. 
n  And over the next 15 years, we will have many cycles to spend. 




Hardware - Memory 
CPU memory and non-volatile disk storage are 
about to become nearly free. 
n  Disks 
w Today -  
n  30GB common (this laptop). 
w Next two to three years -  
n  IBM technology -  400 GB 2.5 inch disks (200 GB for laptops 
will be able to store 42 DVD movies). 100B bits/square inch. 
w We may no longer delete files or objects! 
n  But we will need to have some strategy for backups … 
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New memory technologies 
Recent patent - solid state memory system with a 
capacity of 86GB per square centimeter of surface 
area. 
n  Technology - magneto-optical system similar to the CD-
ROM and can be used as computer & processor memory 
for credit & smart cards. 
n  3.4TB of memory within the surface area of a credit card. 
n  3cm x 3cm x 1.5cm for $43.60/chip, available within 2 
years. 
n  Source cnn.com 15 February 2001 
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How big is this? 
3.4TB Memory Chip (3.4 x        ) 
n  What if we put a small video camera 
and microphone on our shoulder & 
recorded full rate video 24/7? 
w  60k bps per frame, at 30 fps (Media 100 
natural video rate). 225k bytes per 
second. 
n  1.51 x        seconds at 8.64 x      sec/
day 
n  1.748 x       days --> 175 days! 
n  The real question is how do we index 










How big is this? 
10TB --> the printed collection of the US Library of 
Congress 
2TB --> the contents of an academic research library. 
1TB --> the daily rate of all EOS (earth observatory 
satellite) data. 
n  Source http://www.cacr.caltech.edu/~roy/dataquan/ 
How many DVDs is this? 
n  425 DVDs at 8GB/DVD movie. 
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Hardware - Graphics 
Graphics 
n  From 50M polygons per second to 5B polygons 
per second in three years? 
w You can’t buy a motherboard from Intel without 3D 
from nVidia. And that is all the way down to $900 
commodity computers. 
w If you ask nVidia in private, they say they are heading 
towards 5B polygons per second … 
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nVidia GeForce3 
GeForce3 specification (NV20) 
n  57 million transistors  
n  0.15 technology  
n  200 MHz graphics core clock speed 
n  4 rendering pixel pipelines  
n  2 texture blocks per rendering pipeline  
n  4 textures on one pixel (two clocks are needed)  
n  128 bit memory interface  
n  DDR SDRAM/SGRAM support 
n  When released the NV20 based cards will be 
equipped with 3.8 ns memory working at 230 
(460) MHz 
n  over 7 Gbps peak memory bandwidth with 230 
MHz DDR bus 
n  Up to 128 MBytes local memory (the majority of 
the first cards will have 64 MB)  
n  RAMDAC: 350 MHz  
n  Max resolution: 2048x1536@75 Hz  
n  50 M polygons/second 
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nVidia nForce  
invades Intel’s space? 
Comparison 
n  57M transistors in GeForce3. 
n  42M transistors in Intel 
Pentium 4. 
n  We would expect to see 
nVidia start designing their 
own CPUs soon since they 
have access to a FAB that can 




The Whole Enchilada 
n  Combining the power of the 
nfiniteFX engine and surface 
evaluators, even a simple 
floating patch has the stunning 
look only attainable with 
GeForce3. This technical 
demonstration is the "whole 
enchilada" of GeForce3 effects. 
The Vertex and Pixel Shaders 
are used to achieve the bumpy 
and shiny surface of the patch. 
Surface evaluators are used to 




n  Inferno puts the Vertex Shaders of 
Geforce3's nfiniteFX engine to work. It's 
used to position the sparks that are 
created at the meteor's impact. 
Additionally, the entire ground is modified 
by Vertex Shaders to the "pressure pulse" 
effect that radiates from the impact zone. 
n  Inferno also makes good use of 
Geforce3's texture blending and fill rate 
performance. The procedurally generated 
terrain gets its realism from a blend of 
rocky and muddy textures. Note how the 
mud flats of the valleys blend seamleesly 
into the rocky slopes of the knolls. The 
flame-out after impact uses a heavy 
overdraw technique, but Geforce3's fill rate 




n  Benefit from the sage wisdom of "Zoltar 
the Magnificent," an animated fortune 
teller. Each press of the "fortune" button 
will deliver a critical snippet of advice from 
this master of mystic power. Zoltar takes 
full advantage of GeForce3's nfiniteFX 
engine. The programmable vertex shader 
is used to define the motion of Zoltar's 
face, which is intricate enough to see 
wrinkles in the cheeks and forehead. With 
the help of Pixel Shaders, Zoltar's face 
utilizes color maps, specular maps, bump 
(normal) maps, and a phong-lookup map 
to create the wrinkles in his skin and beard 
stubble on his face. A combination of a 
reflection map with a reflectivity mask work 




n  The changing skin of a chameleon is no 
match for the number of effects possible 
with the GeForce3 nfiniteFX engine. See 
the wide range of skin treatments on the 
chameleon as it makes it's way up a vine 
of shading effects. The walking motion of 
the chameleon is accomplished with 
nfiniteFX Vertex Shaders. The skinned 
model is manipulated through a 25-bone 
skeleton. The skin surface of the 
chameleon obtains a new level of realism 
through nfiniteFX Pixel Shaders. 
Combining color maps, specular maps, 
and reflection maps, Pixel Shaders give a 
multitude of possible skin treatments—
enough to make a real chameleon green 
with envy. 
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Hardware - Graphics 
Computer graphics hardware developments 
are being driven by the demands of the 
entertainment industry, most specifically the 
3D video game and console market. 
n  We are about to see a revolution on the future 
form factor of our computers (game console or 




- Game Machine Platforms 
Playstation 2 --> Rasterize 
75M polygons/second 
and transform 66M 
polygons/second. 
Playstation 3 --> 1,000 
times faster than that in 
five years?  




Sony PlayStation 2 (October 2000):  
Processor: 128-bit "Emotion Engine" 300 
MHz  
n  Floating point unit (FPU) co-processor  
n  Maximum bus transfer rate of 3.2 GB per 
second  
n  Includes current PlayStation CPU core  
Graphics: "Graphics Synthesizer" 150 MHz  
n  Embedded cache  
n  4 MB VRAM  
n  66 million polygons per second  
Audio: SPU2 (+CPU), 48 channels, 44.1- or 
48-KHz sampling rate, 2 MB memory  
RAM: 32 MB RDRAM  
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Playstation-2 
Game medium: Proprietary 4.7-GB DVD 
and original PlayStation CDs  
Modem: 56K modem  
Controller: Two controller ports, "Dual 
Shock 2" analog controller  
Other features:  
n  Two memory card slots  
n  Optical digital output  
n  Two USB ports  
n  FireWire port  
n  Type III PCMCIA card slot  
n  Support for audio CDs and DVD-
Video  
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Platform Polygons/Second Display Resolution Availability Notes
Playstation 2 66M 640 x 480 Mar-00 Emotion Engine & Graphics Synthesizer
Emotion Engine is the CPU & has 13M transistors
0.18 micron process.
$1.1B fab!
$472M for Emotion Engine fab
$660M for the Graphics Syn. Fab.
Creative Workstation 10 x PS-2 1920 x 1080/60p 2000 Parallel faster versions
Phase 1 660M? (progressive) of Emotion Engine & Graphics Synthesizer
in Playstation 2.
Creative Workstation 100 x PS-2 1920 x 1080/60p 2002 Emotion Engine 2
Phase 2 6.6B? 24 to 75 fps Graphics Synthesizer 2
CPU 40M transistors
0.13 micron process
Will be able to handle movie production.
Creative Workstation 1000 x PS-2 4000 x 2000 2005/6 Emotion Engine 3
Phase 3 66B? 24 to 120 fps Graphics Synthesizer 3
Radically different architecture
Server for theaters?
Playstation 3 66B? 2005/6 Based on Phase 3
Reference
Yoshiko Hara, "Microprocessor Forum: Sony to us Playstation 2 technology for workstation line,"
7 October 1999, EE Times


















Microsoft Xbox (Fall 2001):  
Processor: Modified Intel Pentium III 
733 MHz  
Maximum bus transfer rate of 6.4 GB 
per second  
Graphics: Custom nVidia 3-D graphics 
chip 300 MHz  
Approximately 150 million polygons per 
second  
Audio: Custom 3-D audio processor  
RAM: 64 MB (Xbox has a unified 
memory architecture -- the memory 
can be allocated to graphics, audio, 




Game medium: Proprietary 4.7-GB DVD  
Modem/network:Media communications 
processor (MCP), 10/100-Mbps 
Ethernet, broadband enabled, 56K 
modem (optional)  
Controller: Four game controller ports  
Other features:  
n  8-GB built-in hard drive  
n  5X DVD drive with movie playback  
n  8-MB removable memory card  
n  Expansion port  
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Nintendo GameCube 
Nintendo GameCube (October 2001):  
Processor: "Gekko" IBM Power PC 
microprocessor 405 MHz  
Cache:  
n  level 1: 32 KB Instruction and 32 KB Data  
n  level 2: 256 KB  
n  32-bit address, 64-bit data bus  
n  Maximum bus transfer rate of 3.2 GB per 
second  
n  0.18 micron copper interconnects  
Graphics: "Flipper" ATI graphics chip 202.5 
MHz  
n  1 MB embedded texture cache  
n  3 MB Mosys 1T-SRAM (This static RAM 
uses a single transistor per cell, like 
DRAM.)  




Audio: Special 16-bit digital signal processor, 
64 channels, 48-KHz sampling rate  
RAM: 40 MB (24 MB 1T-SRAM, 16 MB of 
100-MHz DRAM)  
Game medium: Proprietary 1.5-GB optical 
disc  
Modem: Conexant V90 56K modem (This will 
be replaced later by a broadband modem.)  
Controller: Four game controller ports, 
Wavebird wireless game controller  
Other features:  
n  Handle for carrying  
n  Two slots for 4-MB Digicard Flash memory 
cards or a 64-MB SD-Digicard adapter  
n  High speed parallel port  
n  Two high speed serial ports  
n  Analog and digital audio-video outputs  
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Visual Reality 
Visual reality is 80M polygons/
picture [Catmull,1984] & [NRC 95, 
pg. 252]. 
n  80M polygons/picture at 60 pictures/
second (fps) is 4.8B polygons/second. 
n  We are talking about machines that 
can visually display computer images 




n  With such graphics hardware, the problems we 
focus on become very different. 
w We no longer worry about culling polygons from the 
graphics pipeline but rather more about how we reach 
out and grab a polygon and do something with it. 
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Broadband Network 
By the year 2003, broadband connectivity will pass by 
100 million homes in the United States. 
n  We hope - with the telecom downturn, this may take 
longer. But it will happen. 
n  This is connectivity in the range of 10M bps to 100M bps 
to the home. 
w  What bandwidth do we need for streaming content? 
n  100M bps 
w  What quality of service will we need? 
n  We need reliable, guaranteed bandwidth. 
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Wireless, handheld … 
Computers that are small enough to roll up in 
our sleeve & are fully connected to the net 
where ever we are,with connectivity in the 
10M bps to 100M bps range. 
n  And these computers have the video camera & 
microphone & the 3.4TB chip for storage & have 






Support for 3D on the Internet 
n  Proprietary solutions 
w  Adobe Atmosphere (1991 quality graphics, lame networking) 
w  Pulse3D (wonderful graphics, no networking) 
w  Macromedia Flash 3D (1991 graphics, no networking) 
w  SmartVR (pretty good graphics, some networking) 
w  Muse3D (wonderful graphics, net built into browser) 
n  International Standards 
w  VRML to X3D 
w  Why XML is very important 
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3D on the Internet  
- Demos 
SmartVR.mov 







n  The Internet will become a communication 
medium much more so than it is today and we 
need a robust network software architecture to 
carry that out. 
n  A network software architecture for interactive 
entertainment, multi-participant 3D chat, 3D e-
commerce … 
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Networked Virtual  
Environments - A Vision 
Eventually, there will exist a persistent virtual 
environment simultaneously shared by 
millions. 
n  There can never be a global reboot. 
n  All modifications must happen on the fly. 
n  The development of participant programs (live & 
autonomous characters) for that VE must be as 
simple as writing a web page is today ... 
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Fictional precedents 
A fully distributed, persistent and unified 
networked virtual world (or world of worlds) 
Fictional precedents: 
n  William Gibson’s “Cyberspace” as described in 
Neuromancer, 1984 
n  Neal Stephenson’s “Metaverse” as depicted in 
Snow Crash, 1992 
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Requirements for that Vision  
- Network Software Architecture 
Extensible & Composable 
n  Cross-platform, component frameworks 
Ability to Suspend/Resume State 
n  Persistent Universe 
Large-Scale/Infinite Number of Players 
n  Area of Interest Management 
Semantic Interoperability 
n  Dynamic Behavior Protocols 
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For more information  
on Net-VEs ... 
Sandeep Singhal & Michael 
Zyda  
"Networked Virtual 
Environments - Design and 
Implementation,” 
ACM Press Books, 









n  We want computer-characters in 
our net-VEs with whom we can 
interact in an intelligent fashion.  
n  We want autonomous behaviors 
for those characters. 
n  We want characters that can 
come in over the network and 
play with us, educate us, train 
us, characters that can learn and 




We need software architectures that can 
provide: 
n  Adaptability - modify behavior automatically 
n  Learning - modify behavior over time, 
reinforcement learning. 
n  Agent-based - to allow for emergent 
behaviors. 
n  Behavior & Story Modeling 
n  High quality avatars 
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Effective computer characters 
- Component Parts 
n  Networked agent engine  
w Tools for defining the characters for that engine 
n  Storyline Engine 
w Tools for defining story at a high level 
n  3D Animated Avatars 
w From the agent engine, within the constraints of the 
story line engine, and to the display. 
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Storyline Engine 
“… skilled storytelling techniques 
help participants in a virtual 
environment sense that they are in a 
real environment and behave 
accordingly.” 
n  Develop autonomous agent 
technology to carry out high level 
behavior of characters in a 
networked virtual environment 
n  Develop technology to guide 
those behaviors within the 
parameters of a given story line. 
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Storyline Engine - 






























n  Crafting and Feedback Actions 
n  What needs to be fed to the Narrative Agents 
Agent Autonomy 
n  Autonomy vs. Story Control 
Objective Function 
n  Dramatic Intensity 
n  Event Sequencing 
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Where to from here? 
Build a simulated world based 
upon a simple story 
Develop Narrative Architecture 
Demonstrate proof of concept  
Integrate Narrative Architecture 
into “TheRecruits” 








By VR Broadband, we mean the notion that 
guests will participate in 3D content with a 
sense of presence in that space.  
We expect our guests to participate via a 
variety of means - monitors, keyboards/mice, 
high-speed network connections, body suits/
gloves and head-mounted displays.  
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Tracking the human body 
For the era of VR Broadband to occur, we need 
an interface into our 3D worlds,an interface 
that allows us to use our natural body 
movements to reach out and manipulate the 
3D objects in our scene. 
n  This is far from a solved problem but there is 
some interesting progress in several directions … 
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Inertial Tracker 
One of the more promising developments still not out 
of the laboratory is the design and development of a 
9-axis inertial tracker, a tracker that is 
micromachinable at a very low-cost. 
n  This tracker can be manufactured as a small band the 
size of a watch that is strapped onto a limb segment and 
that limb’s orientation can be tracked in sourceless 
fashion. 








n  To digitally "walk" through an online room 
or actually "pick up" objects in a video 
game requires the ability to manipulate in 
three-dimensions. Not through complicated 
keystrokes but by the simple movement of 
your hand in space. 
n  Essential Reality's first product, P5™, 
makes gesture-based communication with 
computers possible. P5™ is scheduled for 
launch in May of this year. 
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EssentialReality.com P5 
Finger Sensor Specs:  
n  5 Independent finger measurements  
n  60 Hz refresh rate  
n  Thumb-Index Abduction  
n  0.5 degree resolution (0-90 degree range) 
Tracking System Specs:  
n  Patent pending optical tracking system  
n  3-4 foot range from "docking station" that allows 
unlimited range from monitor/game console  
n  60 Hz refresh rate  
n  6 degrees of freedom (yaw/pitch/roll/x/y/z) 
Yaw/Pitch/Roll Specs  
1 degree resolution  
1 degree accuracy 
XYZ Specs  
n  0.125 inch resolution @ 3foot range from 
"docking station" that allows unlimited range from 
monitor/game console  
n  0.5 inch accuracy @ 3 foot range from "docking 
station" that allows unlimited range from monitor/
game console 
Unique desk mounted docking station:  
n  No power cord required  
n  Easy on/off removal system 
USB System Specs:  
n  USB 1.1 compliant  
n  HID Specification compliant  
n  2 USB Interfaces provided - Native P5 Mode, and 
Standard Mouse mode 
Supported Platforms: 
n  Essential Reality plans to support all platforms 
that are USB based (i.e. PC, Mac, and next 





3D Design Interaction video clip 





Full sensory interfaces  
n  Technologies for 
providing a wide 
range of sensory 
stimuli:  visual, 





DigiScents has developed a complete 
hardware and software platform for 
incorporating scent into all forms of media. 
Our product list includes the following... 
iSmell 
n  Peripheral device that recreates 
thousands of scents on demand. See the 
iSmell designs 
ScentTracker 
n  Authoring tool for the creation of "scent 
scores" for movies, music, and interactive 
games 
ScentPlayer 
n  Software that plays scented media, such 
as videos, music and DVD's 
 
ScentMixer 
n  Scent creation tool 
ScentStream 
n  System for transmitting scent with 
music and movies over the Internet 
ScentWare 
n  Developers Kits for creating scented 
interactive games, applications and 
Web sites 
ScentPalette 
n  Replaceable scent cartridge 
contained inside the iSmell device 
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Where can we go today? 
With all of this hardware and software, the 
question then is, where can we go and where 
do we want to go today? 
n  Teleimmersion & the Office of the Future 
n  VR Broadband - e-Commerce 
n  Games as entertainment, learning, strategic 
communication, measurement … 
n  The Context Machine 
66 




your world is 
captured in 3D 




Office of the Future -
Teleimmersion 
This relies upon emerging 
scanner technology 
(UPENN), new light 
projectors, head tracking 
& Internet-2. 
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Office of the Future  
- Demo 
Here is a demo of the 
joint UNC, UPENN, ANS 
& Brown University 
teleimmersion system. 
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What would VR 
Broadband look like? 
Entertainment & e-Commerce in 3D 
Perhaps the best way to think about VR 
Broadband is to look at some representative 
demos … 
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Excerpt from technical feasibility 
document to the VCs ... 
n  XXX has plans to develop a fully-3D web portal. We 
plan on multiple 3D virtual channels operating in 
parallel.  
n  Each VR channel will have its own content and our 
customers will be able to smoothly transition between 
channels via environment selection off of our web 
presence.  
n  There will be entertainment channels, where complex, 
multiplayer 3D worlds are navigated in adventure 




Excerpt from technical feasibility 
document to the VCs ... 
n  The 3D storefronts will allow our customers to examine 
and purchase products in full 3D.  
n  Our virtual storefronts will have the ability to be staffed 
by knowledgeable clerks able to answer questions via 
an audio channel inside of the virtual environment.  
n  Virtual community channels will be available depending 
on the synchronicity of customer interests. Our 
customers will be able to homestead in our virtual 
communities.  
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Excerpt from technical feasibility 
document to the VCs ... 
n  They will be able to meet with their friends in virtual 
space for interest area discussions or just chat.  
n  Our customers will be able to create their own corner 
of the virtual space they desire to occupy.  
n  We will have virtual education channels where our 
customers will be able to attend lecturers and 
presentations in virtual space.  
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Demo of e-Commerce in 3D 
It might look like the following: 
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Army Game Project 




Army Game Project 
We are building two 
intertwined game titles 
n  One 3D - similar to Unreal/
HalfLife,  
n  One 2D - similar to TheSims 
called TheRecruits 
n  The games will share art 
resources and allow character 
migration.  
n  Distribution - free on the Internet 
& in game boxes. 
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Army Game Project 
We are looking into how 
videogames can provide 
strategic communication about 
our client’s organization, the 
US Army. 
In addition, the games are 
instrumented to determine: 
n  Aptitude, leadership abilities & 
psychological profile. 
n  The games allow the 
exploration of potential career 
paths in an entertaining 
fashion … 
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The Context Machine - 
an Explanation 
We want to take advantage 
of available sensor-to-
abstraction technology. 
n  Videocamera to face 
recognition 
n  Affective computing sensors 
to body state 
n  GPS - where am I 
n  Wireless networking - to ask 
questions not inside the box. 
n  Large on-board storage - to 
record state 
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The Context Machine - 
an Explanation 
We want the Context Machine to recognize your state 
and what is happening around you and then provide 
guidance/advice into your ear or to your virtual 
retinal display. 
n  Imagine getting reminded that your friend is approaching 
& the last things you discussed. 
n  Imagine if the machine goes out onto the Internet during 
the night and brings in information it understands you 
may need … 
w  Maybe it finds other people you Should know & downloads their 
bios & pictures … 
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The Context Machine - 
an Explanation 
Imagine that you wear your context machine 
during the performance of some task or job 
and that the next person to do that job gets 
the CM data & gets advice. 
n  “The last person who did this job made this 
decision at this point …” 
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The Context Machine 
Goals/Objectives  
n  Develop a robust, dynamic 
representation of knowledge 
which is sufficient to denote 
context 
n  Create a method to accurately 
transform symbolic sensory data 
from the environment into this 
context data structure 
n  From the current context, 
determine a course of action that 
best meets the user’s goals 
n  Accommodate shifting and 
divergent goals 
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The Context Machine 
Technical Approach 
n  Agent-based machine 
learning approach: 
n  Symbolic constructor agents 
(SCA) are used to build a 
“topography” in an inner 
world which represents the 
outer world 
n  Reactive agents (RA) explore 
this inner world to search the 
topography and make 
judgments, inferences and 
recommendations 
Payoff/Impact if Successful 
n  A mechanism for accepting 
symbolic information from a 
sensory stream and inserting 
it into a robust dynamic 
architecture for representing 
context 
n  Capable of learning new and 
novel situations while in use 
n  Monitors user’s goals and 
assists where appropriate 
n  Adaptable to wide variety of 
users 
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Questions? 
http://movesinstitute.org 
